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Abstract-Isotope dilution thorium and uranium analyses by inductively-coupled plasma mass
spectrometry of 12 samples of Harleton (L6) show a much larger scatter than was previously observed
in equilibrated ordinary chondrites. Th/U linearly correlates with 1/U in Harleton and in the total
equilibrated ordinary chondrite data set as well. Such a correlation suggests a two component mixture
and this trend can be quantitatively modeled as reflecting variations in the mixing ratio between two
phosphate phases: chlorapatite and merrillite. The major effect is due to apatite variations, which
strongly control the whole rock U concentrations. Phosphorous variations will tend to destroy the
TWU vs. 1/U correlation, and measured P concentrations on exactly the same samples as U and Th
show a factor of 3 range. It appears that the P variations are compensated by inverse variations in U
(a dilution effect) to preserve the Th/U vs. 1/U correlation. Because variations in whole rock Th/U
are consequences of phosphate sampling, a weighted average of high accuracy TWU measurements
in equilibrated ordinary chondrites should converge to a significantly improved average solar system
TWU. Our best estimate of this ratio is 3.53 with omem
= 0.10.
INTRODUCTION
The relative abundance of Th and U is close to 3.7 (in this
paper, Th/U will always be by weight) in a wide variety of
planetary materials, resulting in this value as being regarded
as a solar system constant.
Th and U are highly incompatible elements that are strongly
depleted in the terrestrial upper mantle (e.g., Collerson and
Kamber, 1999). Uranium has two common oxidation states
(+4 and +6), whereas thorium has only one (+4). Therefore,
oxygen hgacity and fluid content and composition in magmas
can affect the Th/U ratio (e.g.,Keppler and Wyllie, 1990). As
a result of these, and potentially other mechanisms, reported
ratios are at least as low as 1 in oceanic tholeiites and as high
as 7 in a labradorite-andesine alkali basalt from Guadeloupe
Island (Tatsumoto, 1966).
Beyond merely assuming that the relative terrestrial
abundances of refractory lithophile elements are chondritic,
the principal evidence for the applicability of Th/U = 3.7 for
the bulk Earth comes from 208Pb/206Pb data beginning with
Claire Patterson in 1955. From the 208Pb/206Pb ratio in ancient
terrestrial rocks, the calculated Th/U ratio of the bulk Earth is
3.9 ? 0.1 (Manhes et al., 1979). The Th/U deduced from the
lead isotope compositions of conformable lead ore deposits is
3.85 (e.g.,Stacey and Kramers, 1975). Based on the Pb-isotope
study of komatiites and ophiolites, Allegre et al. (1986) infer
the Th/U ratio of the bulk silicate Earth to be 4.2.

The Th/U ratios in representative samples of lunar rocks and
regolith cluster strongly around 3.7 (Korotev, 1998). The nine
samples of five different SNC meteorites show a range in Th/U
from 3.75 to 4.4 (Chen and Wasserburg, 1985;Chen et al., 1993).
The average solar system abundances of 232Th, 235U, and 238U
are the basis for models of 'hucleocosmochronology" which
constrain the age of the galaxy and the rates of r-process
nucleosynthesis(e.g., Fowler, 1977;Podosekand Swindle, 1988).
These models depend on the precise knowledge of the true solar
system 232Th/238U. Thus, a much more accurate knowledge of
this ratio is required than for other element pairs. The above
evidence for the constancy of Th/U in a wide variety of planetary
materials suggests a limited range of fractionation mechanisms,
making it conceivablethat an accurate average solar system ratio
can be obtained.
The CI carbonaceous chondrites are normally regarded as
providing the best source of average solar system elemental
abundances (Anders and Grevesse, 1989);however, surprisingly,
there are large (factors of 3) intersample variations in Th/U
(Rocholl and Jochum, 1993). These variations may average
out to a precise solar system value, but it would be difficult to
demonstrate this. Alternative sources for a solar system Th/U
are required.
Restricting the discussion to high accuracy measurements
of Th/U in ordinary chondrites by isotopic dilution, there is a
strong clustering of analyses around 3.6. However, four
independent analyses of two L6 ordinary chondrites, Harleton
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and Glatton, show ratios around 6 (Unruh, 1982; Chen et al.,
1993, and pers. comm.) suggesting a bimodal distribution. A
bimodal Th/U distribution is surmising
- for .urimitive materials
such as chondrites, especially since ordinary chondrites are
widely regarded as having average solar abundances of
refractory lithophile elements (e.g., Larimer and Wasson, 1988).
The primary goal of this study is to understand the causes
of the apparent bimodal ThKJdistribution. A second motivation
for this study is to revisit the problem of how well chondritic
meteorites define average solar system actinide abundances
(Burnett et al., 1982). Unexplained intersample variations
provide a quantitative measure of the uncertainty in estimates
of solar abundances. Abundance variations for which the
mechanisms are understood can be interpreted in terms of an
original unfractionated set of solar abundances.
Summarizing, the objectives of this study are: (1) check the
bimodal distribution with additional high accuracy measurements
of Th/U in ordinary chondrites, (2) understand the fractionation
mechanisms causing the variations, ( 3 ) interpret the variations in
terms of ordinary chondrite petrogenesis, (4) obtain an improved
value for the average solar system Th/U.

EXPERIMENTAL
Sample Selection and Preparation
We focused on the anomalous chondrites, Harleton and
Glatton. Rather than assume that all specimens of these
meteorites were anomalous, we established experimental
procedures to be able to perform high accuracy isotopic dilution
Th and U analyses. With this approach, we could guarantee
that the samples we were characterizing did in fact have
anomalous TMU.
Analyzed samples are listed in the Table 1. Two fragments of
Glatton and five individual fragments of Harleton were
subdivided into approximately gram-sized samples. Only two
samples (H6-3 and H6-5) are substantially smaller, about 30 mg.
These two samples are round, presumably fragments of relict
chondrules. Both are gray and visually homogeneous, H6-3
being darker than H6-5. The last column in Table 1 reflects
which samples came from the same rock fragment.
All samples were thoroughly surface-cleaned with a
diamond dental drill, rinsed with spectroscopic grade methanol,
then dissolved with concentrated HF, HNO3 and HC104. A
mixed spike solution of 235U and 230Th (230Th/232Th = 9.16
and 235U/238U > 105 in the spike solution) was added at the
beginning of dissolution procedure. After acid treatment,
samples were nearly dried and taken with 7% HNO3 for the
analyses. Solutions were centrifuged. No visible undissolved
residue was observed. For reference, samples of Leedey (L6)
and Allende (CV3) meteorites were analyzed.

ICPMS Th/U Analyses
Following the method of Shinotsuka and Ebihara (1 997),
we performed inductively-coupled mass spectrometry (ICPMS)

TABLEI . Sources of meteorite samples.
Meteorite

#, Year received and source

Leedey (L6)

#489.15 Center for Meteorite Studies,
Arizona State University
USNM3529 split 9, position 2, 1998,
National Museum of Natural History,
Smithsonian Institution (NMNH)

~

Allende (CV3)
Glatton (L6)
Glatton I
Glatton 11
Glatton W
Harleton (L6)
Harleton I
Harleton 11
Harleton U
H4-2
H4-4

H4-6
H5-2b
H6- 1

H6-3'
H6-4
H6-5*

H6-6

BM, 1991,M3 British Museum, U.K.
BM, 1991,M3 British Museum, U.K.
G. J. Wasserburg

USNM2576, 1992, NMNH
USNM2576, 1992, NMNH
D. Unruh

USNM2576, 1998, NMNH
USNM2576, 1998, NMNH
USNM2576, 1998, NMNH
USNM6625, 1998, NMNH
USNM2576, 1998, NMNH
USNM2576, 1998, NMNH
USNM2576, 1998, NMNH
USNM2576, 1998, NMNH
USNM2576, 1998, NMNH

'Small (-30 mg) relict chondrules.

analyses on dissolved samples without chemical separation of
U and Th even though our samples were up to lOOx larger
than these authors. In addition, we used the isotope dilution
method to increase precision of our results.
The Th and U analyses were done in the Department of
Environmental Engineering Science at CalTech with a Hewlett
Packard 4500 Inductively Coupled Plasma mass spectrometer,
a quadrupole instrument with single amu mass resolution.
The instrument was optimized to obtain maximum count
rates, usually on the order of 1600 counts/s per 1 ppb solution
for both U and Th. The width of each peak is adjusted to give
a good resolution for adjacent masses. Counts are taken for
3 voltage points on the peak top to provide a single mass peak
intensity reading. Background corrections are made from
counts at masses 230, 232, 235 and 238 from the 7% HNO3
carrier solution. Counting rates for pure HNO3 for these masses
as well as for masses 231, 233, 234, 236 and 237 are about
4 cps. There is no evidence for molecular interferences. Using
a mixed Th and Ba solution, the instrument was tuned to have
counting rates of oxideslhydroxides and doubly charged ions
in the plasma below 1% and 2%, respectively.
Each peak is counted for 0.3 s. A data block of five
measurements is averaged and the counting rates and ratio of
counting rates (232/230 and 238/235) tabulated. Forty such
data blocks have been taken for every sample. The distributions
of ratios from the blocks appear normal, with a standard
deviation only slightly above that expected from counting
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TABLE 2. Analytical data.

Sample ID

Weight (g)

A&G$
Allende
LeedeyA
Glattons
Glatton I
Glatton I1
Glatton W
Harleton-I#
Harleton-2#
Harleton-3#
Harleton I
Harleton I1
Harleton 111
H4-2
H4-4
H4-6
H5-2b
H6- 1
H6-3
H6-4
H6-5
H6-6

0.992
0.999
1
0.979
0.891
0.853
0.096
0.075
0.073
0.937
0.957
0.836
0.756
1.154
0.992
0.466
1.118
0.029
1.088
0.028
0.688

23811, ppb*
8.1
12.54
17.48
12.5
9.34
11.7
12.2
6.17 f 0.04
5.47 2 0.03
5.07 2 0.03
12.38
12.78
11.27
10.14
12.47
1 1.49
8.26
12.94
14.1
7.03
8.03
25.05

232Th, ppb*
29.4
43.28
60.6
74
36.1
43.8
46.3
37.52 0.2
32.72 0.3
32.82 0.2
39.6
43.1
39.8
35.8
36.7
39.3
36.5
43.6
41.4
31.0
48.8
63.5

Th/Ut
3.63
3.43
3.44
5.87
3.83
3.70
3.77
6.03 +- 0.05
5.93 f 0.06
6.42 2 0.05
3.17
3.35

3.50
3.51
2.93
3.39
4.39
3.34
2.91
4.38
6.04
2.52

p (PPm)

1180
1235
1040
na
920
1260
1410
na
na
na
1910
1460
1790
936
1140
1110
916
985
2240
1550
424
630

*Corrected for MS isotope fractionation.
tTh/U is a weight ratio, accuracy 11.5% (la).
$Based on analyses of Orgueil CI chondrite (Anders and Grevesse, 1989).
$Chen et al., 1993 (and pers. comrn.).
Wnruh (1982).

statistics, justifying the calculation of an error of the mean for
all the data. Typical observed standard deviations for 232ThPOTh
and 238U/235U are <1.5%. Results given in Table 2 are
corrected for mass fractionation. Mass fractionationcorrection
was made on the basis of three measurementsof an isotopically
normal U solution. The correction of 0.5% per amu was applied
to both 230ThWTh and 235U/238U. Procedural blanks
(contamination from acids used for digestion plus sample
handling) were measured using the same mixtures of
concentrated acids as for samples. These were evaporated and
re-dissolved in 7% nitric acid for analyses. The procedural
blanks are at the level of the background 7% HNO3 solution
(negligible).
ICPMS Phosphorus Analyses

Phosphorus analyses were done with a Finnigan magnetic
sector single collector ICPMS. Medium resolution (4000) was
used in order to resolve the 31P peak from 15N16O and
14N1601H. It was found necessary to use the method of
standard addition for phosphorus analyses to avoid matrix
effects. Three aliquots of the sample were analyzed, one with
no P added, one with added amount of P approximately equal
to one of the sample solution and one twice as much. An

internal standard (0.5 ng/ml In) was added to all aliquots. Since
the sample solutions contain high concentrations of Mg, 25Mg
as well as In was used for normalization of P counting rates.
One hundred P/In and P/Mg ratios were collected for every
sample. Results for P concentrations are consistent between
In and Mg normalized counting rates. Typical la standard
deviation was <3%. Reproducibility of analyses performed
on different days is on the order of few percent.
RESULTS

Table 2 gives Th, U, T W , and P for the analyzed samples.
We also tabulate data for previous Th and U analyses of
Harleton and Glatton.
Samples of Harleton and Glatton were expected to be
anomalous, so a sample of Leedey (L6) was analyzed as
representative of a kormal" L chondrite. Our Leedey sample
was an aliquot of an older homogenized chondrite silicate
sample prepared by crushing a multigram sample. Larger metal
fragments were removed during the crushing; consequently,
our U and Th concentrations are somewhat higher than typical
values, however, as given in the table, our Th/U for this
meteorite is in good agreement with previous literature data.
Table 2 shows that all of our Glatton samples have typical U
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FIG. 1. Th and U isotope dilution data for Harleton. Filled circles =
this work, open circles = Unruh, 1982. The linear trend on the plot
TNU vs. 1/U implies a two-component mixing between high U, low
Th/U, and low U and high Th/U components.

and Th concentrations for L chondrites. The Glatton P
concentrations show a total range of about a factor of 1.5 and
the average is somewhat higher than the average L chondrite
literature value. None of our Glatton samples show
anomalously high Th/U found by Chen et al. (1993).
By analyzing a large number (12) of Harleton samples, we
obtained a wide range of Th/U, including low as well as normal
values of Th/U, in addition to only high values reported by
Unruh (1982). The bimodal distribution in literature Th/U
values for ordinary chondrites is apparent. Specimens of
Harleton show a range in TWU from 2.5 to 6, larger than the
total range observed in previous isotopic dilution analyses. The
variations are mostly due to variations in U content. U varies
by a factor of 5; Th by a factor of 2. We will focus on the
Harleton data in the subsequent discussion.
Figure 1 shows that the Th/U variations in Harleton display
a linear correlation when plotted against 1/U. Taken at face
value, the linear trend implies that the Th/U variations are the
result of different amounts of mixing of high U, low Th/U and
low U, high Th/U end members. The two most deviant points
on this plot are the two smallest samples (relict chondrules).
Figure 2 shows that, in hindsight, all high precision data
for ordinary (types 4-6) chondrites also conform reasonably

0
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FIG. 2. Combined Harleton data (circles) and literature data (triangles) on ordinary chondrites (references are given in Table 4). Ordinary
chondrites are mostly types L4-6 plus five data points of St. Severin (LL6) and three points of of H5. References are gived in the footnote of
Table 4. This plot shows that ordinary chondrite data follow the same linear trend as Harleton.
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FIG. 3. Model I. Phosphates data from (Crozaz, 1979). Line on the left-hand side represents mixing between two phosphates. Dilution of

points on this line by random factor will produce scatter in the right-hand side of the plot (note change in scale). Filled circles are Harleton
data. Linear trend through these data is calculated in the Model I apatite-merrillite mixing, using dilution factor of 100.

well to the Harleton trend. An exception is the sample of
Glatton (Chen et al., 1993), which is characterized by a high
Th and Th/U (Table 2) and lies distinctly off the Harleton trend.
No high precision data are available for type 3 unequilibrated
ordinary chondrites. No differences are observed among H, L
and LL chondrites.
For equilibrated ordinary chondrites, there are three components which affect T W and 1/U. Two phosphates (merrillite
and chlorapatite) are well characterized as phases in which
actinides are concentrated. Based on Crozaz (1974, 1979), the
Th/U for merrillite is high (9-1 l), but much lower in apatite (13). So, two actinide-rich end members with sufficiently different
Th/U are known to be present. The third component is the
proportion of admixed inert (i.e.,actinide-free) phases to the
phosphates. The mixing line between the two phosphates is shown
in the left-hand side of Fig. 3. Random mixtures of the two
phosphates and inert material might be expected to show a lot of
scatter on a T W vs. 1/U plot (addition of the inert material will
dilute U content, but will not change Th/U ratio), but a good
correlation is observed, especially clear in the Harleton data.
Thus, a different mechanism is required to explain Figs. 1
and 2 than just random mixing of phosphate end members and
inert material.

Model I
A very simple model can quantitatively fit the trend
observed in Fig. 1. The left-hand side of Fig. 3 shows the
location of the merrillite and apatite points fiom St. Severin,
LL6 (Crozaz, 1979), which are the best available data for the
individual phosphates. Relative to Figs. 1 and 2, an expanded
1/U scale is used here to illustrate the much higher U
concentration in apatite compared to merrillite. In Model I we
use the St. Severin phosphate Th and U concentrations from
Crozaz ( 1979). Numerical values are summarized in Table 3.
The line on the right-hand side of Fig. 3 is calculated by
taking the St. Severin phosphate data and diluting the U
concentrations of both phosphates by a factor of 100, simulating
the effect of mixing 1 part phosphates with 99 parts of inert
TABLE3. St. Severin phosphates (data from Crozaz, 1979).
Phase
(number of grains)
Chlorapatite ( I )
Merrillite (7)

(PPm)

Th
(PPm)

ThIU
(wt)

7.5 f 0.8
0.275 T'- 0.025

11.2 '' 3.8
3.21 & 0.25

1.5
11.67

U
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material. This curve fits the data for equilibrated ordinary
chondrites.
In this model, analyses that are known to involve three
components (two phosphates and inert material) are described
by a two component mixing line because the phosphate mixture
is uniformly diluted by inert material. The variations along
the line reflect the different proportions of phosphates, with
apatite (the high U end member) being especially important.
The observed data points correspond to a range of apatite/
merrillite from 0.03 (highest Th/U) to 0.3 (lowest T W ) .
Petrographic observations on polished sections of Harleton,
reveal the special nature of this meteorite. It appears to have a
larger proportion of apatite relative to merrillite with large (up
to 200 pm) apatite grains. In the context of Model I, the
proportions of apatite are not unprecedented; however, the
unique aspect appears to be the large grain size. With moreor-less normal amounts of U-rich apatite concentrated in large
grains, fluctuations in the number of these grains drives large
variations in Th/U in gram-sized Harleton samples. In
particular, samples which by chance have few or no large apatite
grains, but typical amounts of merrillite, will show high Th/U
ratios, explaining the Unruh (1982) data which were the
motivation for this study. It is quite ironic that control by apatite
(a phase with low Th/U) was first revealed by samples that
showed high Th/U ratios.
The success of Model I must be respected; however, it is
oversimplified and not correct in detail, as we now proceed to
discuss. Before launching into complications, it is important
to note the conclusion, which we believe to be generally valid,
that the chlorapatite control of the U and Th/U distributions
very likely reflects heterogeneities in the Cl distribution in the
original parent bodies. These C1 heterogeneities then are the
ultimate control on the U and Th/U distributions.
Model I makes testable predictions. The required constant
dilution factor of 100 implies a total phosphate abundance of
1%, or equivalently, a whole rock P content of around 2000 ppm,
but these are a factor of 2 higher than typically observed in
ordinary chondrites. Thus, Model I predicts (1) a uniform P
content in the Harleton samples (variations of up to about
220% would be permitted by the scatter in Fig. 1) and ( 2 ) P
concentrations for Harleton that are roughly twice that typically
found in ordinary chondrites.
Major advantages of our ICPMS techniques are that only a
small fraction of the sample is consumed in the Th/U
determination and that it has excellent sensitivity for the
determination of other elements. Thus we were able to test the
predictions of Model I by measuring P on exactly the same
samples for which U and Th are measured.
Figure 4 summarizes the results of P analyses:
(1) In spite of the prediction of Model I, P concentrations
are not constant in Harleton. A total range over a factor of 5 is
observed. The most deviant P concentrations are observed on
our smallest (30 mg) samples; however, even when these are
omitted, a range over a factor of 3 is observed.
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FIG.4. Th/U vs. P for Harleton. P concentrationsshow much bigger
scatter than predicted by Model I.
(2) The observed P contents are not uniformly high compared
to the average 1000 ppm for L chondrites (Moore, 1971). The
average Harleton P concentration is 1300ppm. Only 2-3 samples
have near the 2000 ppm predicted by Model I.
( 3 ) There is no clear correlation of T W with P. Similarly,
there is no correlation of P with U or Th separately.
This is a failure of the Model I. However, this is probably
not a failure of the concept of apatite control, but instead, it
indicates the need for a more complex model.
The most interesting feature of the Harleton data is the
variability of P concentrations. By itself, the failure of the
Harleton samples to show the 2000 pprn predicted by Model I
could have been explained simply by abandoning the St.
Severin phosphate U concentrations and assuming instead that
the Harleton phosphate U concentrations are roughly twice as
large. Also, we cannot rule out the possibility that the chlorine
content of Harleton is larger than most ordinary chondrites. In
both scenarios, the U concentration of Harleton apatite will be
different from that assumed in Model I. In the mixing model
there is a tradeoff between dilution factor and phosphate U
concentrations.
The lack of uniform P content as well as lack of correlation
between P and Th/U (Fig. 4) among the Harleton samples
should have produced scatter in the ThAJ vs. 1/U plots (Figs. 1
and 2), but regularity is observed instead. There is a special
process, associated with the petrogenesis of ordinary chondrite,
which produced the observed correlation.

Model I1
Here we retain the successful core of Model I that Th/U
variations are a reflection of varying proportions of apatite and
merrillite. However, we drop the explicit assumption of the
St. Severin phosphate Th and U concentrations, and allow [U]
and [Th] to vary within phosphates. For Model 11, we assume

:I/r
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instead that we should take "equilibrated" literally, and assume
that the relative amounts of U (and Th separately) between the
two phosphates at least approach an equilibrium partitioning
ratio defined as Du = [U],, / [U],,,, (and similarly for Th).
We assume that the values for &J (27) and DTh(3.5) can be
inferred by the Crozaz (1 979) data for St. Severin. Thus, for
Model I1 we have:

t

where the subscripts phos, ap, and m refer to total phosphate,
apatite and merrillite,h is the fraction of phosphate which is
phase i (i.e.,fa,+fm = 1).
Similarly, the whole rock [U] concentration is:

where F is the dilution factor (gram rocWgram phosphate),
but also:
F = [Plphos / [PI

(3)

where [PI is the whole rock P concentration and [P]phos is the
concentration of P in phosphates.
Accepting the D as known and constant, there are still four
unknowns in the model: fa,, [U],,, [Th],,, and F. Strictly
speaking [P]phos in Eq. (3) depends o n f ; and our detailed
calculations allow for this, but the effect is totally negligible
and [P],hos can be regarded as a constant. Thus, F i s completely
determined by the measured P concentration. However, even
with this simplification, the model remains underdetermined.
Although the model does not make explicit predictions, there
are no required specific correlations between P and Th/U, [U],
or [Th] as observed.
If we make an additional assumption, we can use the
measured concentrations of U, Th, and P to solve for the
unspecified model parameters. A reasonable assumption is
that the Th/U in apatite is the same in all samples and the value
lies in the range of 1 to 2.5. With this additional assumption
we can calculate the actual concentrations of U and Th in the
phosphate phases. The additional assumptions in Model I1
build in the mixing trend from Fig. 1 ; however, the fit
parameters of Model I1 provide insight into the origin of the
mixing trend.
Figure 5 shows a well-defined correlation between the
measured total rock U concentration and the amount of apatite
calculated from Model 11. It demonstrates that the apatite
control over U concentration inferred from Model I is
maintained in Model 11. The failure to have uniform dilution
factors does not affect the major conclusion. Figure 5 is shown
for an assumed apatite TWU = 2, but the observed trend is
independent of what is assumed for apatite ThAJ. What does
change is the calculated range of values forAp. For lower
values of apatite ThAJ, lower apatite abundances are calculated.
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FIG.5 . Plot of measured whole rock U vs. fraction of apatite calculated from Model 11. Th/U ratio in apatite is assumed equal to 2 .

Figure 6 shows that there is a general inverse correlation
between the U concentration in apatite calculated from Model
I1 and the measured P concentration. The two samples, which
deviate the most from the trend, are the smallest (relict
chondrule) samples. Although an apatite (Th/U) must be
assumed to calculate the model [U],?, the trend in Fig. 6 is
totally insensitive to the value of apatite (ThAJ) chosen; only
the [U],, scale is affected, analogous to Fig. 5. In other words,
the assumed Th/U ratio of apatite determines the intercept of the
trend in Fig. 6, but does not influence the slope. The anomalous
high P point on Fig. 6 corresponds to the small round, presumably
relict chondrule, H6-3. If a relict chondrule, the high P
concentration is surprising. In general we have no explanation as

a
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FIG. 6 . Model 11. Plot of calculated concentrations of U in apatite vs.
measured P. (TWU)aP = 2 gives most reasonable values for Uap. The
two most deviant points (one in with high P, high [U],, and one off
plot) are small relict chondrules (see Table I).
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to the anomalous location of this sample on Fig. 6. H6-3 has the
lowest TNU, but plots close to the trend on Fig. 1.
In Fig. 6 the U concentration in apatite is in no way fixed
when a P concentration is specified. The correlation in Fig. 6
is not built into the assumptions of Model 11. It instead
represents a property of ordinary chondrite metamorphism.
Figure 6 helps understand why the lack of uniform P contents
and the lack of a correlation between P and Th/U (Fig. 4) did
not produce scatter on the Th/U vs. 1/U plots (Figs. 1 and 2)
instead of the observed regularity.
The correlation shown in Fig. 6 is probably best viewed as
the response of the U and Th concentrations to P inhomogeneities. With an increase in P, the U concentration in apatite
decreases ( i e . , a dilution effect). Figure 6 illustrates a
secondary control on the U concentrations, with apatite (and
chlorine) abundances (Fig. 5) being the primary control.
DISCUSSION
Our data shows that the large range of Th/U seen among
ordinary chondrites can be found in one meteorite and that the
bimodal distribution (see Introduction) of this ratio among
meteorites is only apparent. It can be argued (J. Jones, pers.
comm.) that there is a remaining bimodality in Th/U with no
sample with Th/U between 4.4 and 5.9 (compare Figs. 1 and
2) and that the high Th/U samples may reflect something other
than merrillite-rich, apatite-poor samples. This can never be
completely ruled out; however, the most important point is that
when we began this study, the literature showed an
intermeteorite bimodality. Now, the only thing left is an
intrameteorite bimodality. The present data show that the
appropriate choice of Harleton or Glatton samples could have
produced a measured Th/U in the 4.4-5.9 range. Thus, there
is nothing fundamental about this "gap".
The uranium carrier phases in ordinary chondrites is a long
standing problem. In a detailed study of the uranium
distrubution ofthe St. Severin (LL6) chondrite with the use of
fission track radiography Jones and Burnett (1979) were able
to locate reliably apatite grains down to about 1 p m in size.
From these data only about 5% of the phosphates were apatite.
Apatites greater than 1 p m accounted for 15% of the total
meteorite U, and all phosphates accounted for only 24%.
Greater than 60% of the U resided in unknown interstitial
submicron phases. Jones and Burnett noted that submicron
apatite was a plausible candidate for the missing U. This was
supported by a lack of a C1 material balance if only the larger
apatite grains were considered. Hagee et al. (1 990) measured
Th/U ratios of 2.60 and 3.63 for samples of the dark and light
phase of St. Severin. Equation (1) and the St. Severin data from
Table 3 give apatite abundances of 25 and 13% for the dark
and light phases, significantly larger than the observed 5% for
the large apatite grains by Jones and Burnett. The samples of
St. Severin used by Jones and Burnett and by Hagee et al.
were not identical; nevertheless, the above calculation gives

strong support to the interpretation that submicron apatite grains
control the U distribution in St. Severin. The St. Severin analyses
of Hagee et al. are included on Fig. 2 and are consistent with the
Harleton trend, also supporting apatite control for St. Severin.
Contradictory evidence comes from leaching studies on
nonmagnetic fractions of equilibrated ordinary chondrites
(including St. Severin) by Ebihara and Honda (1984). For St.
Severin, 94% of P was extracted by EDTA and 6M HCl leaches;
whereas only 57% of the U was leached, arguing that 43% of
the U is not associated with phosphates. The missing 6% of P
could represent phosphate grains separated with the magnetic
fraction, or small grains sealed on the boundaries of binary
grains and therefore difficult to leach. If all of the U is
associated with phosphates, these small grains are required to
have much higher U concentrations than easily leachable larger
phosphates, accounting for 43% of the total U. To the extent
that this scenario is unlikely, we cannot conclusively account
for the leaching data. However, it is worth noting that if the
Th/U vs. 1/U systematics for equilibrated ordinary chondrites
were dictated by four components (two phosphates, inert material
and the 43% non-phosphate carrier), then it would be surprising
to observe the correlations shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
Implications for Ordinary Chondrite Petrogenesis
Direct observations on unequilibrated ordinary chondrites
(e.g., Yabuki and El Goresy, 1986) and inferences from
petrographic associations of metal and phosphates in
equilibrated ordinary chondrites (e.g., Jones et al., 1980;
Murrell and Burnett, 1983), especially an excess of coarse
phosphate grains at the margins of metal in the metal-rich
Portales Valley chondrite (Ruzicka et al., 2000) indicate that,
prior to metamorphism, P was associated with metal.
Association with sulfide cannot be ruled out and P-rich sulfides
are reported in CM chondrites (e.g., Bunch et al., 1979; Nazarov
el al., 1997). However, phosphate-sulfide preferential
associations in equilibrated ordinary chondrites are probably
best interpreted as FeS formation from a P-rich metal followed
by (or simultaneous with), nucleation of a phosphate during
metamorphism. The alloying of P in Fe-Ni metal is a predicted
consequence of calculations of gas solid equilibrium under solar
nebular conditions (e.g., Grossman and Olsen, 1974).
Parent body conditions appear to have been sufficiently
oxidizing that phosphates formed early, even in the most
primitive chondrites (Yabuki and El Goresy, 1986). Phosphate
nucleation probably occurred primarily on metal grain
boundaries, preserving the preferential association observed
in equilibrated chondrites. Large (100 pm) phosphate grains
are rare in unequilibrated ordinary chondrites but common in
equilibrated ordinary chondrites. Thus continued growth on
some phosphate nuclei at the expense of others over the
duration of re-crystallization has produced relatively large
phosphate grains which in turn produced a gram-scale
heterogeneity in the P concentrations. We have documented
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that this is quite large in Harleton, but Harleton is likely
anomalous in this respect. For an order of magnitude larger
sample size, the data of Von Michaelis et al. (1 969) indicate
that equilibrated ordinary chondrite P contents are remarkably
homogeneous.
Both apatite and merrillite are observed in unequilibrated
chondrites (Murrell and Burnett, 1983; Yabuki and El Goresy,
1986), but petrographic observations to date cannot distinguish
which phase formed first.
Similarly, the host phases in which CI entered into ordinary
chondrites are poorly constrained. Besides apatite, other Clrich phases in ordinary chondrites are rarely observed, such as
lawrencite and halite. Lawrencite was described in only one,
unusually high-CI, L6 chondrite Gomez (Sipiera et al., 1980).
Halite has been found in ordinary chondrites of intermediate
petrographic grade (Zolensky et al., 1999), and if it is indeed a
hydrothermal mineral, it may have formed very early. If halite
was a major source of CI in ordinary chondrite parent bodies,
its apparently gradual destruction during metamorphism may
have produced a transfer of the CI to apatite. The survival of
halite in intermediate grade chondrites might indicate that the
first formed phosphates were merrillite, followed, possibly
relatively quickly, by apatite. However, limited by the
chondritic P/CI abundance ratio, conversion to apatite was only
partial. This scenario is supported by the rarity of the observed
apatite grains in the low petrographic grade ordinary chondrites
(Yabuki and El Goresy, 1986).
Regardless of details, several authors have noted the great
variability (up to a factor of 20) of chondritic CI concentrations
(e.g., Reed, 1971) or of the apatite/merrillite ratio (e.g., Pellas
and Storzer, 1975). It is plausible to regard this heterogeneity
as representing the "freezing-in" of a heterogeneous CI parent
body distribution on a more uniform distribution of early
nucleated merrillite grains. It is unclear why the apparent
coarsening of phosphates during metamorphism did not
produce a more homogeneous distribution of apatite. A likely
possibility is that the apatite/merrillite heterogeneity is only a
property of the larger, more easily observed phosphates and that
most apatites are really very fine-grained as discussed above.
Correlation of Th/U with 1/U has also been observed in CI
chondrites (Rocholl and Jochum, 1993). These authors
attributed such trends to a secondary U distribution, with apatite
as a plausible high U component. Rare phosphates are observed
in CI chondrites (Mackinnon and Kaser, 1990). Leaching
experiments by (Ebihara and Honda, 1987) on Allende indicate
their presence on a microscale.
In unequilibrated chondrites, U and Th are concentrated in
chondrule mesostasis (Murrell and Burnett, 1983) like other
refractory lithophile elements. Phosphates in unequilibrated
chondrites have much lower U and Th concentrations compared
to those of phosphates in equilibrated chondrites (Crozaz et
al., 1989; Murrell and Burnett, 1983). Thus, the migration of
U and Th (and other lithophile elements) into phosphates occurs
graduallv over the eDoch of chondritic metamomhic
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recrystallization. It is plausible to assume that the strong
partitioning of U into apatite forces a heterogeneous U
distribution, matching the frozen-in initial chlorine distribution.
In this case, because of a more homogeneously (on a 1 g scale)
distribution of the chondrule mesostasis, the whole rock
analyses of unequilibrated chondrites should converge strongly
to the average chondtritic value. Indeed the average of five
available analyses of L4 chondrites (Bjurbole and Tennasilm,
included in the Fig. 2) is 3.55 k 0.10.

An Improved Solar System TUU
As noted in the Introduction, cosmochronology models
require precise knowledge of the average solar system Th/U.
Moreover, a significant scatter in Th/U in CI chondrite analyses
(Rocholl and Jochum, 1993) makes this traditional source of
solar system abundances unreliable. Relative abundances of
other refractory lithophile elements are indistinguishable
between CI and ordinary chondrites (Larimer and Wasson,
1988). Consequently, ordinary chondrites are expected to
provide a valid average solar system Th/U, although additional
tests of the equality of refractory lithophile abundances between
ordinary and CI chondrites would be important.
Available high precision Th/U for ordinary chondrites prior
to this study showed significant variations well outside of
analytical errors. It was tempting to average these data in the
hope of obtaining an improved solar system T W . However,
in the absence of any understanding of the causes of the
variations, one could not rule out that the average solar system
Th/U was the minimum or the maximum of the range, as
opposed to the average.
Our study shows that the observed Th/U variations are
produced by the redistribution of U and Th among the coexisting phosphate phases, coupled with fluctuations in the
sampling of apatite grains in gram-sized ordinary chondrite
specimens. With sampling established as the cause of the
observed variations, a sample-mass-weighted average of high
precision ordinary chondrite Th/U should give an improved
average solar system Th/U. This conclusion is supported by
the data of Von Michaelis et al. (1969), which show that
ordinary chondrite P abundances converge to precise values
when large samples are analyzed.
Thus,

and

where gi is the mass of i sample and N is a number of the
samples in the set with gi > 0.5 g.
The calculated weighted Th/U of Harleton and weighted
Th/U for other ordinaw chondrites are listed in Table 4. In
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TABLE
4. Calculated average Th/U for ordinary chondrites.
Weighted average* Arithmetic average
Harleton
Ordinary chondrites (lit. data)t
OC (lit. data), no GlattonS
Ordinary chondritess

3.53 (0.20)
3.71 (0.24)
3.53 (0.14)
3.53 (0.10)

4.12 (0.42)
3.55 (0.19)
3.46 (0.13)
3.67 (0.20)

*See Eq. (4) and explanation in the text for weighted average and
umean
(in parentheses).
?Literature(Tatsumoto etal., 1973; Unruh, 1982; Hagee et al., 1990;
Chen et al., 1993; Shinotsuka et al., 1995) and this study data for H,
L and LL 4-6, omitting Harleton. Multiple measurements of the
same meteorite are treated as separate samples. Total 3 1 samples, of
which one is H5, 5 are LL6 and the rest are L4-6.
$Same as above, with one Glatton sample (Chen et al., 1993) omitted
(see text for exp!anation).
$Combined literature (Glatton omitted) and Harleton analyses from
Unruh ( 1 982) and this study.
this table we present weighted averages for OC data as well as
arithmetic Th/U averages for comparison. Calculated umean
is
given in the parentheses.
Calculation of weighted averages separately for Harleton
and other ordinary chondrites is a test of our approach since
the total mass of analyzed samples of Harleton (9.3 g) and
other meteorites (1 3 g) are comparable. The OC weighed
average is highly sensitive to one 1 g sample of Glatton (Chen
et al. 1993, and pers. comm.). This sample is anomalous in
two respects: first, this sample falls >4u from the weighted
average, and second, the high Th/U in this sample is due to
enriched Th. Other (this work and Unruh, 1982) high Th/U
whole rock data are mostly due to U depletion. Thus, the Chen
et al. ( 1993) Glatton sample can be considered truly anomalous.
In Table 4 we present data for all OC and OC data omitting the
anomalous Glatton analysis. The striking result is that weighted
averages of Th/U for Harleton and other OC (without Glatton
sample) strongly converge to a value of 3.53.
It is necessary to note that almost all of the literature ID
data of OC are for L-type chondrites. However, the relative
abundances of refractory lithophile elements are the same in
all ordinary chondritic groups and CI, thus we believe that the
L chondrite bias in Th/U data does not make a difference for
solar system abundance calculations.
The identification of U as a refractory lithophile element
can be questioned. High Th/U ratios in Allende calciumaluminum-rich inclusions (CAIs) (e.g.,Chen and Tilton, 1975;
Boynton, 1978) are usually interpreted as reflecting a lower
condensation temperature for U. However, the general issue
may be much more complex as suggested by a systematic study
of CAIs in Mighei (CM2) by MacPherson and Davis (1994),
who found Th/U ratios ranging from 1 to greater than 18.
Depletions of moderately volatile elements with condensation
temperatures significantly below that of U (e.g., Cr, Mn, Li,
Na) in ordinary chondrites are not large (520%; Palme et al.,

1988), but the possibility ofthe ordinary chondrite Th/U being
slightly higher (-lo%?) than the average solar system value
cannot be ruled out.

Implications for the Average Solar System Pu Abundance
Our data provide no new insights into average the solar
system Pu/U or Pu/Th ratios; however they do reinforce
prevailing interpretations. Crozaz et al. (1 989) showed that
Pu concentrates in merrillite in preference to apatite. If Pu is
entirely trivalent in equilibrated ordinary chondrites, then it
will essentially quantitatively concentrate in merrillite
analogous to the light rare earth elements (REE); then, by comparison of ionic radii, the least fractionation will be observed
in Pu/Pr or Pu/Nd. However, for nucleocosmochronology
considerations, the ratio of Pu to another actinide element is
required. Reliable total chondrite Pu fission Xe measurement
are only possible on equilibrated chondrites. For ordinary
chondrites the effect of phosphate sampling must be considered.
For our adopted D T h = 3.5 and apatite abundances from 0.03
to 0.3 (based on our calculations), the fraction of Th in apatite
ranges from 90 to 40%. Thus, although less subject to
fractionation than Pu/U, the P d T h ratio cannot be assumed to
be unfractionated. The model developed here could be used
to obtain improved P d T h ratios by correcting for phosphate
fractionations in samples where Pu, U, Th, and P analyses were
performed on representative samples of equilibrated ordinary
chondrites.

Implications for the Earth
The Th/U value of 3.53 seems to be lower than terrestrial
planet values (see Introduction). This may mean that U behaves
as a moderately volatile element in terrestrial planet environments as opposed to the ordinary chondrite parent body.

SUMMARY
The available data on actinide, P, and C1 chemistry in
ordinary chondrites are consistent with contemporary views
on the origin and evolution of these materials. Following
Murrell and Burnett (1983), the parent material of ordinary
chondrites resulting from nebular processes had Th and U
primarily concentrated in chondrule glass with P present in
metal (possibly sulfide) phases, the latter a consequence of
condensation or at least high-temperature nebular phase
equilibrium. The chlorine host phases are unknown, but
apparently very heterogeneously distributed. Very early after
the accumulation of parent bodies, more oxidizing conditions
resulted in phosphate nucleation, preferentially as binary grains
with metal or sulfide (Jones and Burnett, 1979). The relatively
large chondritic P/CI ratio compared to apatite stoichiometry
and the heterogeneous CI distribution resulted in a relatively
homogeneous distribution of memllite and a very heterogeneous
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distribution of apatite. During the later stages of ordinary
c h o n d r i t e m e t a m o r p h i s m , f o l l o w i n g crystallization a n d
recrystallization of chondrule glass, the actinides redistributed
t h e m s e l v e s into t h e p h o s p h a t e p h a s e s with gram-scale
heterogeneities impressed on bulk actinide (especially U )
concentrations. The unequal distribution of T h and U among
the t w o phosphates is probably a consequence of equilibrium
partitioning. Thus, except for an inability of apatite grains to
coarsen during metamorphism, equilibrated chondrites possibly
can be regarded as truly equilibrated from the point of view of
actinide chemistry. Harleton may be an exception to this
general rule in having larger apatite grains and thus larger
Th/U variations. In the grand scheme of things, this exception
may be trivial, but it might also be a clue that there is more
significant diversity and importance among the equilibrated
c h o n d r i t e s t h a n e x p e c t e d from c o n t e m p o r a r y v i e w s of
chondritic meteorites.
Based on the combined our and literature isotope dilution
=
data, we calculate chondritic Th/U value as 3.53, with amean
0.10, which is significantly lower than previous estimates.
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